Please continue to practice diligently!
We will be starting a new kind of
practice record this half of the year
and there’s more information on that
below! Remember — practice makes
permanent! Make sure each time you
practice you use proper technique!
Dear Orchestra Musicians and Families:
Our lessons will still be held on
THURSDAYS! Our new schedule can be
Congratulations on a fantastic winter
concert and welcome back! I hope you had found on Seesaw. Please be on time and
prepared for your lessons! As
a wonderful break! I am excited to get
always, if there is a major conflict with
back to class and I hope you are as well!
your scheduled lesson time, please let
This half of the year, we will continue to me know first thing in the morning and
grow as musicians and work on our
I can offer an alternate lesson time.
technique. We will learn more scales and
I am looking forward to the rest of
exercises to develop our ears and
muscle-memory. We will learn new music, the year — I am so proud of your
both traditional and modern. We will also progress these first few months and I
can’t wait to see where the rest of
focus on performing together as an
ensemble and balancing our own sound with the year takes us!!
~ Miss V :)
the sound of other musicians.

Exciting news!! Instead of
practice logs this trimester,
we are going to be piloting
a new practice tool
called
! It is a fun
way to log your practicing
in order to earn rewards!
This method involves
completing practice
assignments on the
website and

submitting them weekly.
Each assignment is worth
a certain number of clams,
which are like points.
Collecting clams by
completing assignments
helps you to earn prizes
ranging from free rosin to
getting to choose music
for us to play in class!

In class, we will learn how
to use this program and
make sure that everyone
is signed up properly. All
of the information on
how to register for and
use
will also be
provided on Seesaw.
Happy
practicing!!

and how to fix them!
IF:
your instrument is out of tune- Bring your instrument to Miss V! DO
NOT try to re-tune the instrument
yourself or you might break a string!
a string is broken-

Either bring your instrument to
Miss V or take it to a music store
for replacement!

the bow won’t make a sound-

Try rosining the bow again, and
check that it has rosin dust on it!
Make sure it’s tightened!

the bridge popped off-

Do not try to replace it! Bring it to
Miss V!

something snapped in half-

Bring it in to Miss V to assess the
damage! She might be able to fix
it! If not, send it to your rental
company or bring it to a music store!

